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ZR Acoustics®  |  The Ultimate Listening Experience

Elegant    |    Impeccable Imaging    |    Phase Accurate    |    Mastering Grade    |    Quantum Technology

 

Inspired by the greatest individuals in history, The Creator Series are Quantum Solutions for rooms, embedding Life-Like Imaging and uniquely large Sweet-Spots into their Acoustical Signature.  Dramatically increasing Clarity, Definition and Imaging, they are Pre-Designed using the entire range of ZR Acoustics® products from all 3 families of Quantum Technology.

Phase Coherency is the key to Acoustic Clarity. Reflections, standing waves and resonances decrease Phase Coherency causing muddy, unclear and undefined imaging;  i.e. poor Clarity and low Intelligibility.  The Creators improve Phase Coherency by eliminating these reflections, standing waves and resonances.  With Phase Coherency high and a direct line-of-sight from sound source to ear, the human ear can clearly perceive Life-Like Imaging and boundless dimensionality with expansive width, depth and height.

The Creator Series quantizes air molecules, eliminating the majority of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th order reflections.  The more surface area is covered by ZR Quantum devices, the more reflections are eliminated/quantized.  The fewer the reflections, the higher the Phase Coherency.  With Phase Coherency high and quantum technology in place, the result is Life-Like Acoustical Imaging, dramatically increased Clarity and Definition, and uniquely large Sweet-Spots.

Life-Like Imaging in an electro-acoustic environment is the result of a complex relationship between transducers (speakers) and acoustics.  Acoustics affect the entire body of air in a room, creating the Acoustic Signature, which has a dramatic, inexorable effect upon sound created by the transducers.  As transducers are complex electronic devices, ZR Quantum Devices are finely tuned instruments:  they are both to be handled with great care, skill and precision for best results.  Consequently, Room Tuning becomes extremely important to achieving maximum performance.  Room Tuning is the process by which transducers and acoustics are aligned or “tuned” to each other in order to achieve Phase Coherence and Life-Like Imaging.  It is a process of physically moving the transducers in very small increments to be in the ultimate position with the acoustics for the most realistic acoustical imaging.  It does not require equalization or bass traps, but it does require an excellent ability to hear, reference audio material, and a working knowledge of transducer technology and quantum acoustics.  Each of the Creator Series comes with a guide to basic ZR Room Tuning, and for the audio professional or acoustic connoisseur, DHDI offers custom room tuning services.

Excellent value with maximum performance are the primary purpose of the Creator Series’ Pre-Designs.  Each Creator Series solution also includes a complimentary CDL (Customized Design Layout) based on the best performance for most rooms.  For clients who desire a solution tailored to their specific space, DHDI offers consulting and room specific CDL’s which account for each space’s unique circumstance and characteristics.

Designed for optimal Clarity and Definition, Creator Series solutions scale incrementally.  Imaging and Sweet Spots increase as coverage increases, each one adding a higher level of performance by expanding on the previous solution. For Ultimate Performance ZR Products work with minimal coverage of 75% or greater depending on the envelope details.

Watch interviews with CJ Vanston, Ron McMaster, Pete Doell and others share their feelings about Quantum Acoustic Technology on DHDI Profiles.  See what Grammy award winning producers and engineers say about ZR Acoustics®ZR Acoustics®  |  The Ultimate Listening Experience

 

 






The Creator Series  |  ZR Acoustics®

	The Einstein  |  The Father of Relativity and Quantum Physics
	The Mozart  |  Europe’s Prodigious Child Prodigy
	The Michelangelo  |  Inspired Poet, Sculptor, Painter and Architect
	The DaVinci  |  The Original Renaissance Man:  Inventor, Artist, Astronomer, Sculptor and Architect


 

Features

	Uniquely Large Sweet Spots
	Impeccable Mix Translation
	Mastering Quality Acoustics
	Life-Like, Spherical Imaging
	Quantum Acoustics™ Technology
	Extreme Acoustic Resolution
	Scalable
	Easy to Install
	Tier 1 textile included


 



 

The Einstein  |  Creator Series

“The most beautiful experience we can have is the mysterious. It is the true fundamental emotion that stands at the cradle of art and true science.”  – Albert Einstein
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(shown here with Kimono Temari textile [Tier 4] on all ZR Hybrid + ZR Micro Devices  |  call for pricing
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The Mozart  |  Creator Series

“The music is not in the notes, but in the silence between.”  – Wolfgang AmadeusMozart
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(shown here with Kimono Temari textile [Tier 4] on all ZR Hybrid + ZR Micro Devices  |  call for pricing
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The Michelangelo  |  Creator Series

“The greatest danger for most of lies in not setting our goals too high and falling short; but in setting our aim too low, and hitting the mark.”  – Michaelangelo
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(shown here with Kimono Temari textile [Tier 4] on all ZR Hybrid + ZR Micro Devices  |  call for pricing
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The Davinci  |  Creator Series

“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication”  – Leonardo DaVinci
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(shown here with Kimono Temari textile [Tier 4] on all ZR Hybrid + ZR Micro Devices  |  call for pricing

 

 

 

The Davinci (Rear Wall)  |  Creator Series

“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication”  – Leonardo DaVinci
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(shown here with Kimono Temari textile [Tier 4] on all ZR Hybrid + ZR Micro Devices  |  call for pricing
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ZR Acoustics®  |  The Ultimate Listening Experience

Acoustics is the new frontier of human experience.  Powered by Quantum Acoustics™, the new reference standard is Life-Like Imaging with Extraordinary Clarity and Dimensionality.  A unique sense of expansiveness and spaciousness is created well beyond the boundaries of any interior space.  Zero Reflection Technology controls Air at the molecular level, making walls, ceilings and hard reflective surfaces acoustically disappear.  ZR Acoustics® is the revolutionary design paradigm responsible for creating these unique environments.  Unlike traditional technology, ZR Quantum Technology is applicable in any space, anywhere, in any form: Permanent Construction, Prefab or Products.  By design, ZR environments are elegant and aesthetically pleasing.

ZR environments feel spacious and expansive, like a quiet beach or grassy field. Sounds are clear and defined, even at a whisper. Physiologically, lower volumes cause less ear fatigue, which in turn lowers blood pressure and cardiovascular stress.  The holistic results are healthier, more peaceful environments for people to live and work in.  The human mind and body operate at higher levels of performance when exposed to less acoustical stress.

Applications for Life-Like Acoustical Imaging range across a wide variety of fields, most notably Architecture, Transportation, Entertainment and Aerospace.  Architectural environments benefit from ZR Acoustics® in residences, offices, hotels, restaurants, spas, hospitals, senior facilities, and many others.  Creating environments with a sense of expansiveness is an enormous benefit to the Transportation Industry in automobiles, airplanes, bullet trains, buses, yachts and cruise liners.  In the Entertainment Industry, Life-Like Imaging has a myriad of uses from, music, film and television studios, to production, post-production, Virtual Reality, Internet content facilities and any space used to create original content.  The Aerospace Industry’s requirements for lighter, faster technologies with incredibly demanding performance values has a plethora of applications for ZR Acoustics®, from satellites to manned spacecraft.

ZR’s core principle is simple: Phase Coherency creates Life-Like Imaging and an audible sense of Expansiveness.  In the eyes of Quantum Physics, it is now understood that Electrons and Air molecules behave in the same Quantum fashion.  Using this core principle, ZR Acoustics® eradicates the most egregious acoustical issues, including low intelligibility, resonant frequencies, excessive reverberation, standing waves, variable frequency response with amplitude, and bass buildup in corners. The root of these issues begins with reflections off hard surfaces. ZR creates the proper environment in which reflections are quantized. Quantized Air at hard reflective surfaces equals no wave action. No wave action means no sound reflections, and no sound reflections means only crisp, clear, Direct sound with high Phase Coherency, resulting in Life-Like Imaging and a true sense of spaciousness.

Quantum Physics and wave particle duality were proven to be a reality In the early 1900’s.  It is the basis for the entire Era of Electronics.  The concept is that until they are observed, electrons can behave as waves, as individual particles or as both at the same time. ZR Acoustics® creates the proper environment to quantize the behavior of Air molecules from wave fashion to individual particle fashion. When Air molecules behave as individual particles (i.e. no wave behavior), sound energy has no medium to ride upon. Like a radio signal without a carrier wave, the sound simply ceases to exist.  In conjunction with precise, artistic design, this effect dramatically increases Phase Coherence, and consequently imaging and spaciousness.

The ZR Acoustics® paradigm is based in science and designed for creativity, like a finely tuned instrument.  Designs are handcrafted and embedded with higher order mathematics, complex topologies, and Extreme Acoustic Resolution.
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Quantum Acoustics™

Quantum Acoustics™ is Quantum Physics applied to air molecules, and consequently has a dramatic and profound effect on sound energy and the propagation, perception and cognition of sound.  Examples of effects include broadband control of audible sound in ultra-thin 1″ devices, dramatically increased intelligibility, immersive spherical imaging and acoustic cloaking.

What we know

…is that many specific characteristics of quantum acoustics are repeatable, reproducible and perceivable in both the laboratory and the real world.  The cause and effect between these characteristics and applied quantum physics is dramatic, clear and obvious.  It appears that Acoustics follows the same rules which have governed Electronics for over 100 years:  resolution, geometry and mathematics are far more effective than mass and density.

Despite their constant, repeatable and reproducible behavior, traditional acoustics and classical mechanical physics have no explanation for how these traits exist.  For example, how long wavelengths of sound can be controlled with a flexible, 1″ thick acoustical device. (ZR Micro Screen)  To find answers, DHDI consulted with the experts.  Identical copies of the independent lab test data were given to each one of them, and they were all given a demonstration of ZR Acoustics® independently.  Then DHDI asked them all a simple question:  if traditional acoustics cannot explain these phenomena, what is the science behind them?

Nearly a year later, all the physicists responded within a week of each other with nearly identical remarks:  “these phenomena are not explicable by classical mechanical means but only by quantum acoustics”.  They are all leaders in the field of physics, strangers to each other and lifelong physicists.

It seems that recent experiments in quantum physics have shown it is widely applicable in other areas previously thought to be ruled by classical mechanics.  For instance, several areas of biology such as smell, photosynthesis and bird migration.  (see references below)  This gives us a better understanding that if quantum physics can effect such complex and large things as biological cells, it can also effect tiny, simpler molecules such as air.

 

What we don’t know

…is the minutia and underlying reasons for every detail of how quantum mechanics effects air molecules.  How does quantum physics achieve such dramatic and unusual control of particles, cells and objects larger than an atom?  Until recently, quantum mechanical behavior was understood to be limited to sub atomic particles such as the electron, the proton and the neutron.   In practice, quantum acoustics is very much like electronics in the early 1900’s:  designers, engineers and technicians were building electronic devices every day with repeatable, reproducible results while Einstein, Planck and Bohr were debating the inner workings of the universe via theoretical quantum physics. Quantum Acoustics’ effects and performance are repeatable and reproducible every day, while physicists continue to discuss the theoretical concepts of dark matter and the theories of a quantum universe.

“Quantum mechanics cannot easily be reconciled with everyday language and observation. Its interpretation has often seemed counter-intuitive to physicists, including its inventors.” – Wikipedia

Cutting edge research is constantly bridging the gap between quantum mechanics and the real world.  Recent experiments show that quantum physics applies to even biological cells which, compared to the electron, are the size of planets.  As physicists continue to unveil the underlying secrets of how these widespread phenomena occur, the potential applications are limitless:  acoustics, biology, teleportation, health, architecture, manufacturing and many more.

 

Notable research on Quantum Physics in these areas:

	In September of 2017, Science magazine publishes “Quantum Acoustics with supercomputing qubits“.
	Quantum Acoustics is connected with acoustidynamics and surface acoustic waves in this 2017 article in Nature Magazine.  “Circuit quantum acoustodynamics with surface acoustic waves“.
	Cornell University’s Library presents Patricio Arrangoiz-Arriola’s paper on  “Prospects for quantum acoustics with phononic crystal devices“.
	The International Commission for Acoustics publishes several papers on “Ultrasonics, quantum acoustics and physical effects of sound.“
	Peter Hore of Oxford University discusses the European Robin’s ability to use quantum entanglement in their navigational abilities during migration.
	In 2016, The Institute of Physics publishes the article “Birds measure magnetic fields using long-lived quantum coherence” on how birds uses cryptochromes, chemistry and quantum mechanics to exactly find their way during migrations from year to year, generation to generation.
	The age old question of photosynthesis turns out to be rooted in quantum physics.  In 2007 Scientific American writes “When It Comes to Photosynthesis, Plants Perform Quantum Computation“.  Nature magazine publishes an abstract entitled “Quantum coherence in photosynthesis for efficient solar-energy conversion“.
	Even teleportation is part of our everyday reality, thanks to Anton Zeilinger’s successful experiments in the Canary Islands (Nature | Sept 2012 and Scientific American | Aug 2012) and the 600 mile satellite to earth teleportation record set by the Chinese in June of 2017. (LA Times – “Chinese satellite breaks a quantum physic record, beams entangled photons from space to earth”)
	Breakthroughs in biological research show that the magical transformation of a tadpole into a frog are all based in quantum biology. (Secrets of Quantum Physics “Let There be Life” – Jim Al Khalili)
	In March of 2013 Physicist Aaron O’Connell created a “Quantum Microphone” clearly showing that quantum mechanical behavior exists even at a molecular level.
	Biologists now believe that the lock and key mechanism of human smell works in conjunction with quantum mechanical behavior using vibrational resonances.  Scientific American writes in 2013 that “Study Bolsters Quantum Vibration Scent Theory“.  BBC News reports in 2013 that “Quantum Smell idea gains ground” citing research by Luca Turin at the Alexander Fleming Biomedical Sciences Research Center in Athens who gave a TED Talk titled “The Science of Scent.“
	In January of 2013 Jim Al-Khalili, Professor of Theoretical Physics at the University of Surrey, presented Quantum Biology at The Royal Institution citing biological studies dating back as far as 1972.
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Extreme Acoustic Resolution  |  NPS/ft.2 
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(L – R:  Low Resolution Image, High Resolution Image)

Acoustic Resolution is like Image Resolution.  Higher resolution yields greater performance, as evidenced in Nature and revealed by Science.  DHDI pioneered the concept that resolution in Quantum Acoustics™ is measured in Non-Parallel Surfaces per Square Foot (NPS/ft.2).  It denotes the number of surfaces in a room or device which are not parallel to the plane of the surface or device at a specific, minimum angle. Acoustic Resolution directly effects Imaging and Performance when utilized in ZR Acoustics® designs.  Related to imagery, NPS is like DPI (dots per inch).

[image: ]

While Quantum Acoustics™ is complex to design, Acoustic Resolution (NPS/ft.2) is easy to calculate. First, count all non-parallel surfaces in a space. Then calculate the surface area of all the walls and ceiling in square feet (excluding the floor). Divide the number of non-parallel surfaces (first number) by the total surface area of the room (second number) and you have Acoustic Resolution in NPS/ft.2

Mathematic Examples: 

A typical traditional recording studio has on average, 12 large, non-parallel surfaces in a space with a total surface area of 1000 ft.2 (20’ x 15’ x 10’).  Divide 12 non-parallel surfaces / 1000 square feet and the result is an Acoustic Resolution of 0.012 NPS/ft.2.

Quantum Acoustics™ functions on a different level.   The lowest grade ZR Acoustics® studio (Permanent Construction) with 320 non-parallel surfaces and a total surface area of 572 square feet (14’ x 10’ x 9’) resulting in an Acoustic Resolution of 0.56 NPS/ft.2  (320 non-parallel surfaces / 572 square feet).  With ZR devices at 100% coverage, resolution can be 450 NPS/ft.2 with SR24+’s and even as high as over 9200 NPS/ft.2 with ZR Nano devices.   Higher resolution means higher performance, higher performance means Life-Like Imaging, Wall to Wall Sweet Spots and Extraordinary Clarity.
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